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The emergency landing took place on a flight booked through JetSmarter. Image credit: JetSmarter

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

On a private charter flight from Las Vegas, an unruly passenger caused an emergency landing, leaving private
aviation firms wondering how to move forward straddling a luxury experience while maintaining safety.

The luxury of private flights caters to affluent travelers with relaxed security measures, eliminating hassle but leaving
room for potential threats. One of those potential threats arose in September when a passenger started threatening
other passengers on a JetSmarter flight to New York, and with the video surfacing many are wondering if private
aviation security will change.

"While I can't speak to all the factors involved in JetSmarter's specific incident, I can say that the company is a
charter broker, which is an entity that arranges passenger flights with charter companies," said Dan Hubbard, senior
vice president of communications at the National Business Aviation Association. "Under federal law, those charter
companies must conduct passenger name-based checks identical to those for the commercial airlines against no-
fly lists overseen by the Transportation Security Administration; the charter provider must have programs in place for
physically checking people and baggage and the charter operator must designate ground and in-flight security
coordinators.

"That said, as we have seen with the airlines, these important measures cannot provide a 100-percent guarantee
against aberrant on-board behavior by a passenger," he said.

Mr. Hubbard is not associated with JetSmarter but agreed to comment as an industry expert. JetSmarter was reached
for comment.

Luxury versus safety
Maurice Paola, a 23-year-old DJ, was arrested after a JetSmarter-chartered plane was forced to land in Nebraska after
he verbally threatened others on the flight.

Witnesses state he was not only threatening the crew, but threatened those around him, including a family with
children.
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JetSmarter has released a statement maintaining that all of the safety protocols were followed, but a crewmember
and passenger stated there were no security check or passenger screenings before the flight.

When the DJ was arrested, cops also found 45 grams of marijuana in his luggage.

Video from CNBC shows incident on plane

Many seem to be split on whether or not security measures in place are enough, with many customers raising
concerns, according to a report from CNBC detailing a multitude of lawsuits against JetSmarter.

As with many luxury travel categories, there is a fine line between putting the customer first and keeping safety in
place. It can be difficult for luxury brands to push customers in terms of security while maintaining and ideal luxury
experience.

"Although we don't have any specific involvement in the situation, our review of the press report at the time indicates
that the system worked," said John McGraw, director of regulatory affairs at National Air Transportation Association.
"Everyone operated as they should in an emergency situation.

"As with the airlines, sometimes passengers become disruptive and there is no screening done by the TSA or
airlines that would have caught' this person or his tweets prior to the flight," he said.

Private air growth
With many companies such as JetSmarter looking to make the private air space more accessible and convenient, the
category opens itself up for mishaps such as this.

Superyachts and private jets are opulent modes of transportation that few can afford, but despite recent rough
patches, new numbers suggest a bounce back for the pillars of luxury travel.

Plagued by shifting traveler interests, the superyacht and private aviation industries have been struggling. However,
numbers from Knight Frank's Wealth Report show that activity with private jets grew in 2017, as well as superyachts in
the United States (see story).

Inside private jet on JetSmarter. Image credit: JetSmarter

Another private jet charter app Takeoff360 has joined other aviation companies looking to fill empty leg flights, as
private air grows.

Previously only available to the upper echelon of the affluent community, private air travel is becoming slightly more
accessible as technology helps connect consumers. Takeoff360 is catering to others looking for deals on private
air, while simultaneously offsetting business costs (see story).

"Our operators comply with the security programs and checks TSA has determined are effective and appropriate for
their operations," NATA's Mr. McGraw said. "Just like the airlines, if a passenger becomes disruptive, the crew takes
immediate action, often with the assistance of other passengers, to subdue the person if necessary.

"Further, the crew has protocols to follow including emergency landings if appropriate," he said.
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